1949 Bentley 4 1/2 Litre - MKVI Special
Peking to Paris
MKVI Special Peking to Paris

Preis

Preis auf Anfrage

Baujahr

1949

Landesspezifische
Mehrwertsteuer
Kilometerstand
Getriebe

BE

Zustand

Schwarz
Restauriert

Standort
Schaltgetriebe
2

Anzahl der Türen

2

Antrieb

Innenfarbe

Rechts

500 km / 311 mi

Zahl der Sitze

Leistung

Lenkung

Kraftstoff

Benzin

Außenfarbe
Automobiltyp

Grau
Cabriolet /
Roadster

158 PS / 117 kW /
156 BHP
Zweirad

Innenausstattung

Leder

Beschreibung
The “Peking to Paris” edition of our Justine was built to drive long distance rallies on all kinds of
terrain. This unique car is made to honor the true legends who raced at the Peking to Paris Rally over
100 years ago. With nothing but man and machine, these adventurers drove off into the most
deserted areas of Asia and Europe. Many of our clients have this event on the top of their bucket list
so we decided to restore & create the perfect car for this challenging rally. Read all about our latest
creation or discover it in our showroom.
On the base of our beloved Bentley Justine we built the Peking to Paris Edition. This model is actually
the rougher and better prepared version of the Justine. The Peking to Paris edition is equipped with
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39 additional options that make the car perfect for thousands of miles through deserts and fields.
With extra jerry cans and spare tyres, the car is ready for many miles on dirt roads and wilderness.
The seats are adapted for maximum comfort on rallies with multiple driving days. The chassis and
mechanics are protected with a strong shield to keep all rocks & sand outside while the interior is
treated to withstand all possible conditions.
Other features are additional leather bags for extra carriage and a portable car jack and tool set.
With the limited slip differential, this Bentley ploughs through the loosest sand and muddiest hills &
descents.
The engine is a MKVI 4 1/2 L engine restored to the highest standards. To avoid a recurrent ignition
problem in a classic car, we replaced the mechanical distributor with an electronic ignition. With the
limited slip differential, this Bentley ploughs through the loosest sand and muddiest hills & descents.
This “vintage” & completely handmade and restored vehicle can be customized to your specifications
and likings. Color, interior finishes, rally-adjustments,… You name it, we build it.
Discover the car opening following link : https://youtu.be/QGB7pIj4DFc
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